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Laser Sight Pro is please to announce the arrival of the new Crimson Trace laser grip for the Full
Size Springfield XD and XDM. The new laser sight fits the Springfield Armory XD(M) 3.8, 4.5, 5.25
inch barrels.  Previous to this laser grip, Crimson Trace had released a trigger guard mounted laser
sight, the LG-448 Laserguard, which fit all models of the XD and XDM.  Laserguards are activated
by a squeeze button that lies underneath the trigger guard on the front of gun's grip when mounted
to the gun.  Laserguards are a great product, but when attached to the Springfield firearm, not all
holsters will accommodate the laser sight.  For gun owners who previous had a holster, this would
mean buying a new holster the fits guns with lasers attached.

The new LG-487 laser grip incorporates Crimson Trace's industry-leading instinctive activation.  The
Springfield XD(M) has some of the most advanced safety features out of all the other pistols on the
market.  This firearm has a rear grip safety which doesn't allow the gun to fire unless compressed. 
The new LG-487 was flawlessly designed around this safety mechanism.  This new laser sight
attaches to the pistol by utilizing the replaceable backstrap feature of the XD(M) with a rear
activation switch. The switch is instinctively activated as the pistol is held in a natural firing grip - all
without compromising the grip safety of the weapon.

If anyone has heard of Crimson Trace's laser sight products, then the word â€œInstinctive Activationâ€• 
was also most likely heard.  This is the hallmark of the Crimson Trace brand. Instinctive Activation is
the differentiating factor between Crimson Trace laser sights and other tactical lights in the industry.
So what is it? Simply, when holding the gun in a normal firing grip, the laser is activated. The aren't
any button switching to fumble around with.  When the gun holster grips the pistol, the laser is on
and pointing at the target.

Crimson Trace laser sights are also fully adjustable for windage and elevation. In Laymanâ€™s terms,
this means you can adjust the laser sight up and down, or left and right.  CTC lasers factory-sighted
at 50 feet, but it can be adjusted according to the gun owner's individual targeting needs.  Also,
many models include a master on/off switch â€“ so that the laser sight can be completely powered
down for training with iron sights.

In general, pistols, revolvers, and all handguns are compact firearms that can be difficult to aim
effectively. Crimson Trace laser sights offer the advantage of helping shooters be more consistent
and accurate. With more accuracy, shooters are more confident, which can ease tension in
threatening scenarios.   Even with law enforcement and military personnel, hours and hours of
vigilant training can disappear in a flash if panic and confusion set in.  Everyone can improve their
shooting skills and confidence with the advanced technology of laser sights.
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For more information about the LG-487, or to order one for your Springfield or other handgun, visit a
Lasersightpro or  a www.lasersightpro.com.
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